Greenland Lost a Near-Record 600 Billion Tons of Ice Last Summer
by Andrew Freedman and Oliver Milman
March 18, 2020 – Greenland’s unusually mild summer in 2019 caused the world’s largest island to lose 600 billion tons of ice in just 2 months, according to NASA data released Wednesday.  That rivaled the summer of 2012 for the most ice mass lost in a single melt season.
‘‘We knew this past summer had been particularly warm in Greenland, melting every corner of the ice sheet.  But the numbers are enormous,’’ lead author Isabella Velicogna, an earth science professor at the University of California-Irvine and a senior scientist at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, said in a news release.
The analysis of satellite data has revealed the astounding loss of ice in just a few months of abnormally high temperatures around the northern pole.  Last year was the hottest on record for the Arctic, with the annual minimum extent of sea ice in the region its 2nd-lowest on record.
The mass loss from Greenland alone was enough to raise global sea levels by 2.2 millimeters, the study found.  Ice is being lost from Greenland 7 times faster than it was in the 1990s, scientists revealed last year.
The data, published in the journal Geophysical Research Letters, also find measurements from a new satellite system, known as the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment Follow-On, or GRACE-FO, mission, are consistent with the previous incarnation of gravity-sensing satellites, known simply as GRACE, which went out of service in 2017.  This extends the satellite-based ice mass loss record to 17 years, beginning in March 2002 and including a minor gap in data sets.  The GRACE-FO satellites are able to sense tiny changes in Earth’s gravitational field caused by ice sheets gaining or losing mass.  They have proven useful in studying groundwater storage worldwide.  
Between 2002 and 2019, across the full time series of both satellite missions, the study finds Greenland lost 4,550 billion tons of ice, or an average of 265 billion tons per year.  By contrast, Los Angeles county, which has more than 10 million residents, consumes 1 billion tons of water a year.
In an interview, Velicogna said the data clearly show 2019 was a major melt year in Greenland.  What distinguishes it from previous big ice-loss years is the significant melting that occurred in glaciers in the northern and northeastern regions.  ‘‘There is a significant [melt] component also coming from the north and northeast of Greenland.  And so, basically, we have the loss all around the ice sheet,’’ she said.
Yara Mohajerani, a study co-author from UC Irvine, said persistent high-pressure areas, as well as low cloud cover in northern Greenland, caused ice losses there to spike last year.
The study also examines ice loss in Antarctica.  It finds, while ice loss continues in the Antarctic Peninsula and western Antarctica, including the Amundsen Sea Embayment, there was a mass gain from increased snowfall in a part of East Antarctica known as Queen Maud Land.
Robin Bell, a specialist on ice sheet dynamics at Columbia University who was not involved in the study, said the study is valuable for researchers seeking to narrow their estimates of future sea-level rise.
‘‘This is a beautiful update of how we can really see how the ice sheets are changing ...  from the annual inhale and exhale, as the snow accumulates in the winter in Greenland and melts in the summer,’’ she said.
‘‘This is also a nice stitching together of the 2 pairs of satellites, from different groups that all tell the same story for both ice sheets.  Fascinating, the increased mass in East Antarctica indicating more snowfall that is buffering the impact of the faster-flowing ice in west Antarctica.’’
The study shows, for the 1st time, the GRACE-FO data accurately capturing the same ice sheet dynamics as the previous GRACE satellites did.  That is a relief for scientists who depend on this information; they were hoping there were no major gaps or inconsistencies between the records.
Typically, a new satellite mission will overlap with the old one, to iron out any discrepancies.  But in this case, the GRACE-FO satellites weren’t ready to be launched until after the previous generation of satellites went out of service.
‘‘What the study shows is that we have a very consistent data set between the 2 satellite missions,’’ Velicogna said.
‘‘This is the science community having a big sigh of relief,’’ said Josh Willis, a climate researcher at NASA JPL who was not involved in the study.
The relief isn’t because Greenland is melting, Willis said, but rather because ‘‘our tool for measuring it is working.’’
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